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ABSTRACT. This year 2008 marks the 60th anniversary of the UDHR Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and six leading international journals in open and distance education have collaborated over the past two years to elicit papers from all around the world to discuss how well distance education has promoted the UDHR article 26 on the Right to Education. The six journals are: the “Asian Journal of Distance Education”, “Distance et Savoirs”, “EURODL”, “IRRODL”, “JALN”, and “Open Praxis”. On achieving the universal Right to Education through distance education, the “Asian Journal of Distance Education” has contributed leading papers from Malaysia, from Japan, from China, from India, from Sub-Saharan Africa, and continues to contribute with papers from other regions, including the Arab States of the Gulf. This project has been officially recognized by the United Nations for celebrating this 60th anniversary. All the contributions now posted up online on a new dedicated Website are reviewed, and critically analyzed. The critical analysis suggests that distance education for developing regions should be initially through public money, followed by adaptation, and then local distribution, or initially created locally, which is far cheaper, but perhaps more difficult, due to lack in technological expertise. Another conclusion is that distance education providers should have an eye on the aging society, and the expected increase in older active but handicapped students. Also the analysis suggests more resources should be produced in the students’ own native language. Other findings are discussed.
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Introduction

Overview of the world project

The objective was designed and agreed through negotiations to be collecting a common set of references on research from all over the world in the field of distance education, and of its impact on promoting access to education. A total of six leading international journals participated in this project, and agreed to collaborate to
elicit papers, and share them on a Website, set up expressly for the purpose. The central coordinator was Martine Vidal, Vice-President of the EDEN-European Distance and E-learning Network (http://www.edenonline.org). The aim is to commemorate the 60th anniversary in 2008 of the UDHR-Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This 30-item document pulled together earlier statements from various countries, in the aftermath of the war, and, after many meetings, was completed and signed by the United Nations as resolution 217A(iii), after approval by the General Assembly’s Third Committee on Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Affairs, on 10 December 1948, in Paris. It was not approved unanimously (48 voted yes, none against, and 8 abstained), and has ever since been criticised as too much in support of socialist ideals, and not taking into consideration local culture and religion (Nordlander, 2008). In particular, the UDHR article 26 relates to the Right to Education:

1. Everyone has the Right to Education. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and professional education shall be made generally available, and higher education shall be equally accessible to all, on the basis of merit.
2. Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality, and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance, and friendship, among all nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their children.

The six participating journals

Each journal adopted similar wording in the call for papers, and posted this on their own individual main homepage or through a menu item on their main homepage, within one click from their homepage, so maximum publicity was used to elicit papers from all around the world. For instance, the “Asian Journal of Distance Education” (http://www.AsianJDE.org/SpecialIssue2008.html) wrote: “Authors should address - in part or in full - responses to the following questions: what is the role of distance education in the implementation of the right to education? How is distance education involved when education is seen as a right? What is its position in educational policy, as a factor of quality, and an instrument for liberty? Do the technologies of distance education act as enablers or barriers to achieving the university right to education? Authors may adopt a pedagogical, sociological, economic, political, technical, legal, practical, or other perspective - as they wish”.

**The Scientific Committee**

The six journals cooperated together, over the two years, with close collaboration through e-mail and Voiceover Internet, to decide on various aspects, such as copyright, which varied amongst the different journals and countries participating. The 15-member Scientific Committee included the following editors (in alphabetical order): Terry Anderson, John Bourne, Christian Depover, Monique Grandbastien, Svein Haaland, Paul Kawachi, Sanjaya Mishra, Pierre Moeglin, Janet Moore, Ana Perona, Ramesh Sharma, Barbara Sponk, Alan Tait, Martine Vidal, and Jacques Wallet.

**The shared mission Website**

The shared mission joint Website is set up through Martine Vidal, and entitled “Distances & access to education”. It is at http://www.distanceandaccessstoeducation.org/index.aspx, and there is a mirror URL to the same site at http://www.distanceetdroitaleducation.org/. Papers are uploaded to there, and the site has been active since the beginning.
of February 2008. The project was selected and approved by UNESCO Paris for inclusion in its recognized events to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the UDHR, and it is shown in Figure 2, in the centre of the screen taken from the homepage http://www.knowyourrights2008.org/index.php?nav=campaign&key=2007102412162404 of the United Nations Regional Information Centre for Western Europe.

The second stage: an international conference

The second stage of this project is a seminar approved by UNESCO in Paris, in conjunction with an EDEN research workshop, scheduled for 20-22 October 2008. It is announced at http://www.eden-online.org/eden.php?menuld=90 as the main article on their homepage. This will be the fifth research workshop by EDEN, organised in collaboration with the CNED-Centre National de l’Enseignement à Distance (http://www.cned.fr), and entitled: “Researching and
promoting access to education and training: the role of distance education and e-learning in technology-enhanced environments”.

**Methods**

There are 29 papers in English up on the shared mission Website (by 20 June 2008), and a few more are certainly planned to be uploaded soon. There are a further 11 papers in French, 2 papers in Spanish, and one in Portuguese.

The “AsianJDE-Asian Journal of Distance Education” has contributed a total of 5 papers to date, all in English, and a few more are planned. These five, and one other, yet to be uploaded, are, in the first issue this year, freely available online at http://www.AsianjDE.org/2008v6.1Contents.html.

The journal “Distance et Savoirs” has contributed 13 papers to the online shared Website, with two of these in English (Cerisier et al, 2008; Altunay, Mutlu, 2008), although none appear to be yet published in the journal.

The “EURODL-European Journal of Open, Distance and E-Learning” has contributed 3 papers in English. These are also available in full through the journal’s Website, and the URLs given in the references here are to their Website.

The “IRRODL-International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning” has contributed a total of 7 papers plus an introductory editorial, all in English. The abstracts are available through the journal’s main homepage at http://www.sloan-c.org/publications/jaln/v12n1/index.asp, while the shared Website URL is given in the references here to each paper in full.

The “IRRODL-International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning” has contributed a total of 7 papers plus an introductory editorial, all in English. The papers are available in full from their past issues Website at http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/issue/view/30, and references here are to those URLs.

The ICDE journal “Open Praxis” has contributed four papers in English, plus two in Spanish, and one in Portuguese. Access to “Open Praxis” through their Website is generally through membership. However, these papers are available in full from the shared Website, and those URLs are given in the literature references here.
Results

In the shared call for papers, authors were asked to formulate responses to the following questions and issues concerning the Right to Education:

- What is the role of distance education in the implementation of the right to education?
- How is distance education involved when education is seen as a right?
- What is its position in educational policy, as a factor of quality and an instrument for liberty?
- Do the technologies of distance education act as enablers or barriers to achieving the university Right to Education?

The “Asian Journal of Distance Education” received proposals that fell into eight areas: legal rights; social right to literacy; case studies (such as Right to Education in prison); right to higher education; teacher training; transnational projects; new technologies; and new multicultural standards for access. This review of the 29 papers up online finds that they fall into three main areas:

- Social development
- Visible benefits achieved
- Technologies

Results are presented here under these three themes, referencing the papers accordingly, and also citing others where necessary.

Social development

The key paper by Kawachi deals with how we can actually measure the effectiveness of our universities. The World Bank has adopted the measure of social capital, and Kawachi shows how universities throughout Asia, particularly open and distance education universities, cater to getting students employed, providing vocational skills, and satisfying the students and employers as far as possible. The cost is the loss of the traditional theoretical studies in the core of conventional university courses that develop critical thinking skills through highly structured problem-solving and collaborative hypotheses testing (Kawachi, 2008a).
Kawachi deploys his Transactional Distance Model consisting of four stages for learning, based on conversation theory, and transactional distance theory. This model was developed and has been published over the past nine years, and Chinese versions of his papers are also available (Kawachi, 1999; 2003a; 2005a; 2005b; 2007; 2008b; 2008c; Feng, Zhang, 2008). This model is shown in Figure 3 below. There is a general trend, from the initial stages of courses to the later stages, of increasing educative dialogue, but the central two stages of collaborative learning of structured theoretical discussions should not be overlooked.

His meta-analysis over fifteen regions throughout Asia showed a preferred avoidance of Stage 3 theory and structure, and instead only dialogue and training skills to move quickly from Stage 1 or 2 straight to Stage 4, and oriented towards a first job, rather than to the longer-term development of the individual or of wider society. This model shows how distance education should be optimally structured for social capital to result in social development through far-reaching connections. When we conceive of the Right to Education, we need to have built in quality assurance for long-term social benefits: leaving out the collaborative structure and having only cooperative dialogue provides only a superficial education, perhaps suitable for finding a first job, but not for imbuing in the individual the skills for personal development and work mobility (Kawachi, 2003b; 2005a). This point is amplified at length by another paper in
this collection by Braimoh and Osiki. They recognize the benefits of distance education technologies from radio to the Internet, in broadcasting educational programmes to the needy, but they ask whether the students can achieve real individual skills development, and job mobility (Braimoh, Osiki, 2008, p. 55). They cite Mutume (2006) and 33-40% unemployment rates among young people in Africa, despite increasing enrolment rates in distance education, to suggest that job mobility is a major concern. They help define job mobility as geographic horizontal moves across either short or long distances, or as occupational horizontal to similar socioeconomic jobs or vertical job promotion within the same job. Across borders, Braimoh and Osiki report that job mobility in Africa could potentially bring both individual economic benefits as well as social community-wide developments, but that ethnic tensions are an increasing barrier. Surprisingly, they found graduates who got employed through using government employment services had lower work motivation and higher anxiety than those who found employment through personal contacts and own job searches. This suggests strongly that education should provide more individual critical thinking skills and personal development, rather than omit structure and simply aim for easy first job placements (Braimoh, Osiki, 2008).

While many if not most of us are concerned about reaching the unreached when we discuss the Right to Education, Braimoh and Osiki also remind us that computer-mediated technologies are promoting continuing professional development to medical physicians (they cite Davis et al., 1999; O’Brien et al., 2001). And other papers in this collection present continuing professional development for teachers (Altunay, Mutlu, 2008; Robinson, 2008), and for working adults (Wong, 2008). Braimoh and Osiki find that the main student beneficiaries in Africa from distance education technologies are those who are already employed, and who then study in their free time, at any place, for continuing education, and note that the illiteracy rates in Africa are not being reduced (Braimoh, Osiki, 2008). They cite UNESCO figures of 880 million adults still illiterate worldwide - the majority women, plus one-third of children under 6 years old still have not yet received any education, with 60% of children older than 6 years being girls still without access to primary schooling (UNESCO, 2008a).

Feng and colleagues show in practice how distance education
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can help share limited resources in China to link good schools in urban areas to poor schools in rural areas, and achieve directly more equity among students nationwide as well as demonstrate achieving the Right to Education (Feng et al., 2008). This paper is discussed more in the next section on visible results, and in the third section on technologies. Here this paper is related to that by Robinson who describes how teachers can share their expertise in rural western China through distance education. Robinson reports on the setting up of a system of 686 Centres of Learning Resources for primary and junior school teachers (including head teachers), in half of the counties, in one province. With further European funding, this might be scalable to other regions. Each school equipped with satellite or Internet cable served as a hub for 7-25 nearby schools involving 100-200 teachers. And each hub could then share their lessons, ideas and comments with other hub Centres. After the European input was finished at the end of 2005, the provincial government then from 2006 shared the teaching modules with the wealthier schools in the other counties of the province. Of interest, Robinson notes that the Right to Education can elude some teachers - for example uncertified teachers, locally-hired teachers, or older teachers may find it difficult to access continuing professional education. Certainly one might expect that all teachers universally should be both capable and be pro-actively engaging in their own continuing education (Robinson, 2008). It is not only in China that teachers’ Right to Education finds barriers. In Japan too teachers find it difficult to access continuing professional development - not only in terms of time away from regular classes, but culturally - as stated by Zeichner et al. (1987, p. 38) - that applies to most countries in South-East Asia where society does not expect teachers to be still studying; “the view of the majority of teachers and administrators is that any fully-licensed teacher should be a ‘completed’ teacher, fully capable of meeting all the obligations and demands of the classroom” (Kawachi, 2003c).

The project reported by Robinson in rural China was jointly funded by the European Union and the central Chinese government (Robinson, 2008). The situation changes somewhat when we look at how funding should be arranged within a developed country, since the Right to Education should extend to all regions. Meyer asks whether taxpayers in the United States should fund distance education programmes within their own regions or, if not, then who
should pay. Meyer reviews the available data on cost efficiencies, and suggests that perhaps public money should be used. The alternatives here are that philanthropic charities could help offset costs for lower-income students, and that the students, whether rich or poor, should finance their own selves - each according to their own capacities (Meyer, 2008). In some developed countries (the UK, and Japan, for instances), university-towns have a high proportion of “bus drivers” with higher degrees. This is not to belittle the value of education nor to suggest that all bus drivers should not pursue further education, but it does pose the same questions raised by Kawachi (2008) and Braimoh, Osiki (2008) above about social capital development and job mobility. The situation in China seems to strike a reasonable balance of seed funding by public money initially, and then having the qualified beneficiaries extend their learning to others nearby in need. As Robinson reports, the model she describes is well designed and effective (Robinson, 2008). Zuhairi and colleagues describe the case of Indonesia, with relatively low public expenditure and so still a “privileged” access, but despite nationwide access to education being achieved, they report a higher drop-out rate by women from higher education (Zuhairi et al., 2008, p. 6). This mirrors the situation in Taiwan, reported by Yang, where women reported lower satisfaction with the teaching and mismatch between the teaching style and the women’s learning style (Yang, 2008). These reports would suggest that teacher education be extended, and distance education teachers should be able to teach more flexibly to better fit with the students’ preferred ways of learning. The number and proportion of women teaching in higher-education at a distance may also be a factor here. Providing equal access to digital resources in life and throughout one’s career is currently not yet standardized: with teachers and other individuals taking courses here and there, either in face-to-face mode or online at a distance. Researchers in France report on the concept of a certificate course being provided nationwide for secondary school students (Cerisier et al., 2008). It is not yet clear if any other national government has introduced a similar certificate course. In Japan, there are some courses at secondary school, but no nationwide standard certificate, and the situation is similar at universities.

Yawan and Wei cite the Western three phases of elitism, then mass, then popularisation; and try to fit this model to the Chinese
scenario. This is difficult, and several times they report that there are more students desiring the educational opportunities than there are places. This is similar to other Asian countries too, except that notably we see now in Japan for the first time this year more places available than there are students; with the unfortunate result that colleges are seeking to merge to reduce the number of available places and preserve competition and elitism. Yawan and Wei’s report would suggest to us that a different model describes China - of elitism, then popularization, and hopefully next mass education. It is here in trying to scale up the supply - “by building up our capacity and strength” (Yawan, Wei, 2008, p.7) to cater to the demand that China, as well as Korea, Japan, and other “dragon” economies might focus their future efforts. The papers by Robinson, and by Feng et al. would support this alternative interpretation (Robinson, 2008; Feng et al., 2008). In Zambia, following the United Nations UDHR of 1948, Siaciwena and Lumbinda report that the policy of free education was introduced in 2002, according to their government strategic plan of 2003-2007. The IRI-Interactive Radio Instruction is now reaching just over 12% of schools offering basic education (data over all schools not given). They report this IRI is contributing to increasing the rate of enrolment at the basic level (Siaciwena, Lumbinda, 2008, p. 7). Interactive radio is especially helpful in rural areas, not only in Africa, but also in India - discussed in the next section. Also, Siaciwena and Lumbinda write that “invariably open and distance learning institutions lack effective quality assurance systems” (Siaciwena, Lumbinda, 2008, p. 11), which reminds us that many regions may still remain sceptical of e-learning versus conventional face-to-face classroom learning - and Japan here is no exception; too many other countries also do not yet recognise e-learning certifications. India for example is only beginning to recognize foreign-based e-learning institutions operating within India. India is well-known for its economic empowerment through micro-credit to women to reach the children. Ivins takes this one step further by reporting on the micro-franchising of learning centres in nearby Nepal. How well this is a sustainable model or transmissible to other regions, however, is not yet clear (Ivins, 2008). Similar to the developmental stage in China (Yawan, Wei, 2008), Tripathi and Mukerji in India report that they are now entering the massification stage. They offer us a massive amount of data on many aspects of the system in India. Of note, they report that women constitute only
39.41% of enrolment in higher education (Tripathi, Mukerji, 2008). Various reasons may be behind this, I guess. The State of Kerala has 58.81% women, while Orissa has only 8.33% women in higher education; these numbers do not yet support equity and access, but even though the numbers are small, IGNOU has succeeded in empowering women through their graduate courses recently (Gaba, 2007). Women could achieve better jobs, promotion and professional status to their advantage. From a review of Zuhairi and colleagues, and a review of Yang, it is clear we need to find ways to support more women studying in higher education (Zuhairi et al., 2008; Yang, 2008). Gaba shows through clear case studies that those that do use distance education can achieve both individual and social development goals. He also reminds us that even if the graduate woman stays at home after studying to take care of older family members and children, there are long-term socioeconomic benefits accruing of better health care to the older family members and better educational support to the children. Gaining the Right to Education for women in India can therefore be of indirect social benefit in the long-term for others (Gaba, 2007).

Bold and colleagues summarise much of the social capital issues raised in this section by offering the goal as “preparing all students for internationalization, and sharing resources for the benefit of developing countries” (Bold et al., 2008, p. 1).

Visible benefits achieved

Several papers in the collection present cases where visible or tangible benefits have been achieved and demonstrated through the use of distance education, as physical steps forward towards achieving the Right to Education. Wong reports how working adults in Malaysia could attend distance education courses - in their cases either provided by the UK Open University or an open university in Australia or Malaysia - and consequently could achieve their desired personal development, socioeconomic and professional development. Wong used individual case studies with interviews to illustrate the visible benefits achieved through distance education (Wong, 2008). Vryonides and Zembylas also present benefits to working adults - in their case of women in Greece and Cyprus. They assert that women there still manage most of the homemaking chores, so are already busy balancing work and home - even before they try to make time and space for continuing education. Actually
the course described by them had 29 women and 11 men, and these were pre-selected from 150-180 applications; and in another course of 80 women and 20 men (Vryonides, Zembylas, 2008, pp. 4-5). The situation therefore is somewhat different from open universities that do not preselect. The 2008 study by Vryonides and Zembylas surveyed online journals kept by the mature women on these courses, and interviewed 8 as individual cases, and they found the expected novelty factor soon wore off, and reading in English as a foreign language proved time-consuming and difficult to manage (Vryonides, Zembylas, 2008).

These findings lend support to other studies such as by Arulchelvan and Viswanathan, and by Kawachi, who advocate using the students’ native or local language for education (Arulchelvan, Viswanathan, 2008; Kawachi, 2002, 2004). It is well known that students are slower when studying in a foreign language. Improving readiness for distance education and course preparedness, suggested by Zhang and Au-Yeung, may be useful for mature women students in Greece and Cyprus in the future (Zhang, Au-Yeung, 2002). While both Wong, and Vryonides and Zembylas focused on working adults, and the benefits to them of distance education (Wong, 2008; Vryonides, Zembylas, 2008), another paper, by Priebe et al., looked at how distance education has helped those children whose parents have not been to university. In the “Social development” section above, it was mentioned that women achieving a university education can help pass on their capabilities to their children, and here Priebe and colleagues look at this situation in a different perspective, where the parents cannot pass on such capabilities, and where the children presumably find added difficulties to overcome domestic or social barriers to learn (Priebe et al., 2008).

SchWeber takes this one step further - perhaps to the extreme, where the students adhere to their studies at a distance despite hurricane disaster or war. She reports that distance education under tragic circumstances can still provide the access to education that students want. SchWeber reports how a repository of online courses, contributed by 153 institutions, was quickly (within two weeks of negotiations starting) to provide lessons online to 1700 students, whose schools were disrupted by hurricanes, in the South-Eastern USA, in mid-August 2005. She also gives the case of war in Lebanon/Israel, in the Summer 2006, that prevented teachers from travelling from the USA, and who then switched from the
planned face-to-face component to other media including DVD, e-mail, chat, and telephone (SchWeber, 2008). Both these cases of disaster illustrate how distance education can provide continuity of access - and this only because repositories had been already established, and the teachers had technological skills to draw upon at short notice. Both lessons remind us to modularise and store our courses, and to keep ourselves up-to-date with communications technologies. The American Museum of Natural History in New York has developed over the years a repository of digital resources for online courses for teachers - not only for teacher training but also for teachers to use in their classrooms. Picciano and Steiner, in their paper, present how the City University of New York, with 450,000 students, is making use of these resources, and bringing vivid science lessons to their students. Teachers responded after the course they had benefited fairly positively (ranging from 55 to 68% in favour, mean 62%), while they thought their students did not benefit so much (ranging from 50 to 60%, mean 54%). Picciano and Steiner write these results showed “significant benefits”, and their teacher quotations are all positive only (Picciano, Steiner, 2008, pp. 7-8). They describe the lessons learned in very general terms: basic operational and logistical issues; technological issues; financial issues; cultural, political, and policy issues. Certainly, these could be closely examined and reflected upon to see if they might increase the perceived benefits, and the students too should be surveyed on their opinions too (Picciano, Steiner, 2008).

Altunay and Mutlu report in detail about courses around the world for teaching training through online e-learning, focusing on training English language teachers - both initial training and in-service training. They use the situation in Turkey to show the actual practice in which the first two years of the university degree course are conducted face-to-face, and the following third and fourth years are online, with the practicum at a distance from the university provider. Their results show that Anadolu University provides education to a large number of students at a distance, with a balance between male and female students, and between urban and rural areas - effectively providing equal access. They suggest their model should be applied for other courses, such as other foreign-language teacher training (Altunay, Mutlu, 2008). Also related to in-service teacher training, Robinson reports a great improvement achieved in the in-service teachers’ motivation and capacity through distance education,
discussions, development, and sharing of teaching resources. And the visible achievements in the Western China province seem well likely to be scalable to other regions there and in other countries (Robinson, 2008). Related to Robinson’s paper on teacher training in China is the paper by Feng and colleagues, reporting how distance education has achieved practical advances in reaching school students in under-served rural areas of China. Feng and colleagues linked poorer schools with urban well-served schools through Internet audio-visual conferencing. Despite the hardship in the poor rural schools, they succeeded through designing scaffolds for both the receiving teachers and students. They present a detailed analysis of what types of scaffold could be used, and collected feedback from the users on which were most effective. Well-designed scaffolds or templates for the teachers and students are a very practical and effective way to adapt courseware to not only suit the local culture but also to stimulate, motivate, pace, and assess the teaching and learning. Rather than have fading scaffolds, used at the beginning of a course and gradually removed, they advocate the use of continuous scaffolds throughout the course. Surprisingly this novel approach for using scaffold techniques was clearly effective. A total of eight scaffolds - each involving special strategies - were used, and the teachers in the receiving schools highly rated these, as shown in Table 1 (Feng et al., 2008, p. 31 and p. 36). The third column gives the rate (as strongly agree or agree) of usefulness reported for each scaffold by the teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scaffold</th>
<th>Main Content</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Clarifies subject, purpose and expectation of task</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification</td>
<td>Provides clear direction and explains structure and content arrangement in detail</td>
<td>96.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Helps in forming groups, making collaborative plans, assigning tasks, and the like</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Task</td>
<td>Fosters collaborative and communication skills</td>
<td>79.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Guides students to collect, organize and record relevant resources</td>
<td>86.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill</td>
<td>Assists students to process and analyze collected data using text, tables, figures, and so on</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Collection</td>
<td>Helps students present their project outcomes</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Process</td>
<td>Clarifies evaluation standards and helps assess the process and production of group collaboration</td>
<td>88.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resolving issues of discrimination to promote equity and equal access is the topic of the paper by McNeill from my alma mater - where in physical presence I experienced no discrimination towards myself, but more recently in online courses have catalogued a list of discrimination largely targeted at my foreign-sounding name. McNeill writes that students might avoid presenting physical handicaps during online courses. At the UK Open University, our audiovisual conferencing course was abruptly cancelled, after one student enrolled mentioned he was hearing impaired, and all students suffered for it. McNeill notes that with increasing life-span and lifelong learning then the proportion of students with disabilities can be expected to rise. Accordingly they are preparing well to have in place solutions for those with sight or hearing impairments and so on. McNeill concludes that their college has now made “changes which improve the quality of the study provision for all students, and which keep the college within the law” (McNeill, 2008, p. 6). Perhaps all that is needed now is to remove references linking education to drinking alcohol, which some students find religiously abhorrent. McNeill closes by writing that: “All providers will need to adopt similar approaches, if the predicted shifts in demography, employment and health are realised.” (McNeill, 2008, p. 6). Certainly, adopting ISO guidelines would provide for these contingencies of handicapped students. The new ISO 9004:2000 standards (an extension of the 9001) for quality assurance in teaching and learning to be introduced in 2007-2008, should be examined and carefully followed by all e-learning and online institutions.

Technologies

This final section deals with technologies that offer promise to extend the Right to Education, rather than case studies demonstrating benefits (“Visible benefits achieved” section) or social development issues (“Social development” section).

Arulchevan and Viswanathan give a broad account of how technologies are providing access to education in India - focusing on radio, television and the Internet. They give the history of each, advantages and disadvantages, and cover (probably) all projects in India using these technologies. Their paper should therefore provide excellent base materials for new researchers. They bring us up-to-date on all the projects, and present the challenges that lie ahead to be resolved. Of special note, Arulchelvan and Viswanathan
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Outline the effectiveness with case studies and projects to conclude that more colleges should build on-campus radio stations for syllabus-related programmes, and that universities should use local TV and Internet more for educational purposes. I would suggest that inter-campus shared radio would not only allow students to learn by doing, through student-created content, but also allow teachers to share materials and classes. Students can use computers to create educational video related to the syllabus, and share their own created TV programmes. For future careers and work, students of most disciplines and their teachers need to learn to use these radio, TV and Internet learning technologies and actually use them in practice. This would help developing regions (Arulchevan, Viswanathan, 2008). Students for example in poor rural regions of China, as reported by Feng et al., could be encouraged to create and share their own content, perhaps initially through collaborating with richer urban schools as they illustrate, and export these educational programmes to other regions and countries (Feng et al., 2008). In developed countries, other technologies could include podcasting, Weblogs, videoblogs, and Websites - although radio is still an option even in developed countries, and often overlooked. Students in Western developed countries with advanced technologies could create useful radio programmes on student health, HIV prevention, community, and agriculture, as well as on basic education - for students in other poorer countries. Through learning how to create these reusable learning resources, students develop their skills of inquiry and collaborative skills, useful for lifelong learning. Lin explains how students naturally use independent inquiry, collaborative inquiry, and formative inquiry when using these communication technologies. While rights may be sometimes limited, Lin recognizes that it is important for institutions at least to understand that these three modes of inquiry are linked, and are synergic for creative learning (Lin, 2008).

Radio is also very effective in Africa, according to Braimoh and Osiki, since this media can be used where no electrical supply exists other than small battery cells (Braimoh, Osiki, 2008, p.55). Braimoh and Osiki also discuss the use of radio in India, where it is used to deliver various forms of education, including teacher education, science, and liberal arts education, and educational programmes in agriculture for farmers (Braimoh, Osiki, 2008).

Open courseware is becoming more accessible recently, with some
leading universities making their courseware freely available on the Internet. This is an excellent use of the technology as it does not use trees and transportation costs, and receiving universities can adapt the materials to suit the local context. One would hope that poorer colleges would be among these early adopters and adapters, but there are some barriers yet to be resolved before rural developing regions can use these virtual gifts. The British Open University has packaged learner support and self-assessment quizzes and study guidance with their open courseware to make it more like a fully-fledged course rather than just the study texts. Wilson reports two case studies of a college in Britain, and another in South Africa to compare and investigate how they coped with adapting these materials. The Open University has also allowed China to adopt some of its reusable learning objects to build a course in China, and this will be reported in the next issue of the “Asian Journal of Distance Education”. Wilson cites Smith and Casserly, who suggest that through sharing reusable learning objects we should be able to achieve the Second Millennium Goal of universal primary education for all by 2015 (Smith, Casserly, 2006, as cited in Wilson, 2008, p. 2). Currently, universities are adopting the available reusable learning objects, and they in turn should adapt and provide these to schools and teachers to eventually reach the primary-school children - although as Wiley makes clear, sharing is currently limited to higher education. He offers useful links to more than 2500 open courses worldwide (Wiley, 2007, p.4):

1700 courses in the United States through:
• http://ocw.mit.edu/
• http://cnx.rice.edu/
• http://ocw.jhsph.edu/
• http://ocw.tufts.edu/
• http://www.cmu.edu/oli/
• http://ocw.nd.edu/
• http://ocw.usu.edu/

451 courses in China through:
• http://www.core.org.cn/cn/jpkc/index_en.html

350 courses in Japan through
• http://www.jocw.jp/
178 courses in France through:
- http://graduateschool.paristech.org/

And translations of these into other languages, of particular interest into simplified Chinese:
- and traditional Chinese
- http://www.cocw.net/

Two other papers in this collection discuss open educational courseware: Caswell et al. (2008), and Huijser et al. (2008). These deserve careful reading, and developing countries should be busy investigating which courses might best suit their own local contexts. Larson and Murray report also on open educational resources development, but this time from developing countries. They report on resources produced by Tsinghua University, Beijing, for use in poor rural areas of China. These resources have the advantage that they do not need to be adapted after importing from another region. Whether they can be shared farther afield is not yet clear. These resources are not wholly contained in a digital format, but depend to some extent on a live teacher to halt the presentation, and discuss the content with the students viewing the presentation. In this way, the teacher can adapt the context to best suit the students' local knowledge and experience. Larson and Murray report that this way brings in what the students are learning in other courses, and so consolidates their learning better than using a standalone digital resource (Larson, Murray, 2008). They also mention in passing one point that may become more important in the next few years - that of copyright. Teachers accessing Web-based resources may manage to get free access, but there comes a grey area where the teacher or institution charges their students for these lessons. Developing countries might accordingly be reluctant to invest what little cash they have in developing these resources now, and prefer to wait to use those produced by others (Larson, Murray, 2008, p. 8).

The principles of open educational resources are given by Geith and Vignare in their references to UNESCO (2008b) and the OECD (2007). Geith and Vignare give us a good insight into the issue of these resources, and access through distance education, where they write that, while many developed countries might reach high participation rates in primary and secondary education, these same
countries are still having difficulties with increasing participation in tertiary or graduate studies. Japan here is one such country which indeed is aware of the need, and is trying to find ways to increase graduate studies. Geith and Vignare also mention with insight that continuing education often falls to universities to provide. They write that online learning is “dominated by mostly industrialized English-speaking nations” (Geith, Vignare, 2008, p. 17), so it is not unsurprising they are not well versed in the situations of countries in South-East Asia. In Japan at least this does not apply: open schools for students from 15 years old are now widespread (Kawachi, 2005b), and local community centres provide meeting places and lessons for the professions and lifelong learning (Kawachi, 2008d). While this may be interesting to read and contrast the situation in different countries, it highlights the need for closer cross-border cooperative research worldwide.

Machado and Lussana add some caution about cross-border distance education: in their paper, they mention that trying to put into practice up-to-date ways of learning using technologies can upset local traditional ways of education. They describe their experience delivering distance education courses from Europe into the Balkans and into Mongolia. However, the figure they use showing learning activities outside and surrounding the learners, and other parts where they mention the teacher is a learner and adopter, and that governments are under pressure by organizations like the World Bank to reduce the digital divide all seem to indicate that learning occurs from the outside, which is not a social constructionist view of knowledge and learning (Machado, Lussana, 2008, p. 6). Zondiros similarly reports that distance education is a product of globalisation as well as a producer of globalisation. Both these terms would imply that distance education is something outside of the student (which does not fit clearly with the concept of learning occurring within the mind). Zondiros usefully defines “access”, “inequality” and “exclusion” but (for instance) his definition he cites of “exclusion” as “inability to participate in the normal relationships and activities available to the majority of people in a society” does not cover well the situation in developing countries where the majority are in need and poor, while the minority are richer and better educated so can better access distance education opportunities through modern technologies (Zondiros, 2008). Zondiros also cites that students in online distance education “must be already well-
educated…” and that “they must be proficient in reading and writing English…” (Zondiros, 2008, p. 7). It seems to me that the European context he describes is quite different from many parts of Asia - for example Feng and colleagues report how weaker students are helped, and these students use Chinese (Feng et al., 2008). Larson and Murray also conclude that distance education resources should be produced in the local native language of the intended students (Larson, Murray, 2008, p. 16). The issue of computer literacy is often circumvented in practice in many countries, even in the developed world - through for example using the telephone (as indicated by SchWeber, 2008). Zondiros also cites that “economic, social, and technological conditions have created demand for education, which is less about providing people who are socially and economically disadvantaged with educational opportunities, but rather providing those who may well be well placed socially and economically with the educational opportunities to develop their (...) knowledge and skills” (Zondiros, 2008, p. 9). This again is not clearly fitting with distance education in many parts of Asia (see again Feng et al., 2008, for their work in providing opportunities to poor students in rural China). Gulati too describes how distance education is used to reach vast numbers of the poor who constitute the majority in developing countries - so we should not only take a Western view of the majority being literate and using distance education to enhance their already high socioeconomic positions, but bring in all the other views, most of which are within developing countries where distance education is the only possible way to reach the rural poor majority. As we are experiencing rapid technological advances, Gulati reminds us that those in developing countries may be less capable of keeping up with these changes (Gulati, 2008, p. 3). This would support the ideas presented by Larson and Murray that developing countries themselves are perhaps best situated to produce their own materials (Larson, Murray, 2008).

Discussion

The Transactional Distance Model illustrates the distinct stages for learning, to build far-reaching connections and desirable social capital described in the “Social development” section above; it shows how teachers can scaffold their own learning through critical self-reflection (Stage 2), openness to other ideas (Stage 3),
to try out in Stage 4 new found ways of teaching, described in the “Visible benefits achieved” section above; and this model shows how technologies should be selected, and used in distance education to best bring about learning, in the “Technologies” section above. This model is explained, tested out, validated, and illustrated in the various literature references cited here with URL links to the original papers. Readers are encouraged to familiarise themselves with this model, and through testing it out in their own context to learn new improved ways of teaching and learning at a distance. After reviewing all these papers in English, and a brief look at the others not in English, some points do seem to be noteworthy: for instance, all 22 literature references cited in the paper in Portuguese from Brazil are references to books and articles in only Portuguese. This should give us something to consider deeply - along the lines that there is more to global distance education than the Anglo-American perspective. We should consider to re-publish this work and others into other languages such as English, Hindi, and Chinese - for the express purposes of access and equity. In regions that can access translators - either human or computer-based - then an English or Chinese translation can be fairly easily obtained. While many papers on the shared mission Website are in languages other than English, this report has reviewed only those 29 papers in English - due to the author’s poor language skills - while understanding that offering various languages greatly contributes to reaching a wider diversity of readers, the author here cannot manage all the various languages available. This may be not so unusual. Even in one’s native language, reading research is often a complex and deeply puzzling task at most times, and in a second or third language the expressed nuances are very likely to be overlooked. We should note therefore that we need to build research teams that bring in speakers of different native language to somehow increase coverage of the issues, not yet globally perhaps, but beyond the Anglo-American view of distance education. Some papers show deep insights into African education, and into the Arabian situation (Mukerji, Jammel, 2008 - to be uploaded). These enrich our understanding, especially for designers of open and distance education global courseware. The paper in Portuguese by Cavalcanti and Strozzi considers the ways, and to what extent that distance education has promoted human rights in Brazil - specifically bridging the digital divide and promotion of democracy such as citizenship for individual personal
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and professional development (Cavalcanti, Strozzi, 2008). Some comment could be made that citizenship and democracy involve far more than individual rights. Sometimes the rights of the group outweigh the rights of the individual, in many regions of the world. And so individual rights to education - such as personal freedom to surf the net and post up loose comments - perhaps should not be totally unlimited or unregulated. We need to listen more to others and keep a balance between rights and freedom, accountability, and responsibility. And we should keep in mind that quality assurance in open distance education should help us to focus “not on accountability for the past but responsibility for the future” (Rowntree, 1998, p. 20). We should exercise our individual rights more fully only with taking on more responsibility for others.

In the global call for papers, the authors were asked to address the following questions as detailed in the Introduction above. In summary these questions were: what is the role of distance education? How is distance education involved? What is its position? And does technology help? Surprisingly, many authors replied to these questions with a question: 6 of the 29 papers had a question in their title. Perhaps, not surprising, considering the topic. The role of distance education is therefore not yet clear, but rather it seems there are still many answers needed. Certainly, the “Asian Journal of Distance Education” has further papers in its next issue to try to provide these answers, and the EDEN Research Workshop (http://www.eden-online.org/eden.php?menuld=90) on or about 20-22 October, in Paris, should certainly be a forum for discussion and some answers, but may well reveal we have indeed more questions.

The collection of papers reviewed, and the references provided to us by them would suggest to me that some global repository should keep track of resources for education (for instance, see the variety and disconnected but excellent array of resources cited above, and the references by Bold et al., 2008). The concept suggested here would be some sort of United Nations Edu-Web, where all resources can be accessed, and students of all ages, cultures, and beliefs, and teachers similarly can feel at home together, learning and sharing.
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**Sintesi**

La creazione di un repository globale di tutte le risorse formative a cui possano accedere, più o meno liberamente, studenti e insegnanti di tutte le età, culture e religioni permetterebbe la partecipazione a un processo di apprendimento condiviso multiculturale.

Nel corso del 2006 e del 2007, sei riviste leader nel settore dell’ODL-Open & Distance Learning hanno organizzato un call for papers sul ruolo della formazione a distanza nella promozione del Diritto all’Educazione sancito dall’art. 26 della Dichiarazione Universale dei Diritti Umani.

Hanno partecipato all’iniziativa l’“AsianJDE-Asian Journal of Distance Education”, “Distances et Savoirs”, “EURODL-European Journal of Open, Distance and E-Learning”, “IRRODL-International Review of Research in Open and Distance
Learning”, “JALN-Journal of Asynchronous Learning Networks” e “Open Praxis”, realizzando un progetto che è stato selezionato e approvato dall’UNESCO di Parigi, che l’ha incluso tra i propri eventi celebrativi per il 60° anniversario della Dichiarazione, e riconosciuto dalle Nazioni Unite.

Un Comitato Scientifico comune alle sei riviste e composto di 15 membri ha elaborato il call for paper articolato in una serie di domande:

1. qual è il ruolo della formazione a distanza nell’implementazione del diritto all’educazione?
2. Come si pone la formazione a distanza allorché l’istruzione viene considerata come un diritto?
3. Che posizione occupa la formazione a distanza nelle politiche educative, come fattore di qualità e strumento di libertà?
4. Il conseguimento del diritto all’educazione universitaria è facilitato oppure ostacolato dalle tecnologie che caratterizzano la formazione a distanza?

La recensione e analisi critica dei contributi proposti è avvenuta tramite un sito Web condiviso in cui a giugno 2008, erano stati raccolti 43 articoli di cui 29 in inglese, 11 in francese, 2 in spagnolo e 1 in portoghese.


Anche la questione linguistica della letteratura esistente è emersa con chiarezza: tutte e 22 le voci bibliografiche citate nel paper in portoghese, redatto in Brasile, fanno riferimento ad esempio a libri ed articoli scritti esclusivamente in portoghese. Questa impostazione deve però far riflettere a fondo sul fatto che non esiste soltanto il punto di vista anglo-americano sull’educazione a distanza e che sia ormai necessario costituire delle équipe di ricerca composte da madrelingua parlanti diverse lingue, così da riuscire a migliorare l’analisi delle problematiche. Alcuni papers, per esempio, costituiscono analisi approfondite della situazione dell’istruzione nei paesi africani, in India, in Cina e in Giappone, oppure nel mondo arabo. Questi studi si rivelano utili soprattutto per quanto riguarda i designer di courseware di ODL, considerando che, in tutto il mondo, è possibile accedere a più di 2500 corsi open: 1700 negli USA, 451 in Cina, 350 in Giappone, 178 in Francia - a cui occorre aggiungere
traduzioni dei summenzionati in altre lingue, in particolare in cinese semplificato e cinese tradizionale.

Alla serie di quesiti posti nel call for papers congiunto, alcuni autori hanno risposto a loro volta con altri interrogativi. Se ne conclude che, oltre alla complessità insita nell’argomento in sé, il ruolo della formazione a distanza stessa non è ancora del tutto chiaro, anzi, sembra che restino numerose risposte da fornire, nonostante alcuni dati di fatto. La seconda fase del progetto, d’altronde, è rappresentata da una conferenza internazionale di approfondimento, anch’essa promossa dall’UNESCO, a Parigi, il 20-22 ottobre 2008, in concomitanza con l’EDEN Research Workshop, un seminario di ricerca, a cui è stato dato il titolo: ‘Researching and promoting access to education and training: the role of distance education and e-learning in technology-enhanced environments’.